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Earth rotation measured by lunar laser ranging, A. Stolz et al., 997

Earth’s core, The, J. A. Jacobs, book review by V. J. Maglio, 1233

Earthquake light (letter), J. J. Lloyd, 1070


Ecanow, B. See Foley, W. A., et al.


Ecologic dilemmas, A. Wolman, 740

Editorials: Federal R & D and the economy, 1079; Glorious nuclear fusion, 279; The impacts statement for 1992, II, 193; Interciencia: new journal, new journey, 445; Politics and reason, 535; Preventive medicine, 837; An R & D delivery system, 637; R & D, the new buzzword?, 101; Scientists’ meetings: collegial versus position-al, 361; Supporting society journals, 9; Toward a new partnership, 1199; Universities and national research policy, 955; Viking 1, 715, 723


Effect of infrared transparency on the heat transfer through windows: clarification of the greenhouse effect, S. D. Silverstein, 229

Effect of stimulus sequence on the waveform of the cortical event-related potential, The, K. C. Squires et al., 1142

Ehrman, L. See Leonard, J. E.

Graphics good enough for research...

now is priced right for the classroom.

The 4006-1 from Tektronix: laboratory, time machine, testing ground . . . all for the price of alphanumerics.

Words alone don't always suffice. Very often the subject demands a graphic demonstration. Tektronix' affordable new 4006-1 lets you evolve to computer-aided Graphics demonstration right in the classroom. It's the same high-resolution Graphics on-campus research has relied on for years.

Unlike mere graphing terminals, the 4006-1 offers enough information density to take your students into dynamic, 3-dimensional detail. Enough to let them experiment with the properties of lethal radiation. To observe genetic mutations over generations. To test architectural structures against stress and strain. They can change parameters at will, or translate massive printouts into conceptual graphs.

It's a package that assures maximum flexibility: our proven interfacing and software connect with virtually all mainframes. Our new Interactive Graphing Software Package lets anyone graph with conversational ease. You get plug-to-plug peripheral options like the 4631 Hard Copy Unit that serves up to four terminals; or the 4923 Digital Cartridge Tape Recorder that takes program storage off-line. And you get Tektronix' reputation for research equipment, educational expertise, and worldwide maintenance support.

Single unit price: $2995, with generous quantity discounts. Ask your local Tektronix Sales Engineer how your discipline fits into the picture. Or write, Tektronix, Inc. Information Display Group P.O. Box 500 Beaverton, Oregon 97077
In its first issue (May–June 1976) INTERCIENCIA editor Marcel Roche extended an invitation to join in "a new journey, a new journal," a unique venture in communication among the scientific communities of the Western Hemisphere.

**INTERCIENCIA**

*a journal of science & technology for development*

... edited and published in Latin America, INTERCIENCIA is sponsored by scientific organizations of six countries

... produced under the editorial direction of Dr. Marcel Roche, Senior Investigator of the Venezuelan Institute of Scientific Research (IVIC), and a regional board of editors including Dr. Philip Abelson, editor of *Science* (United States), and Dr. Luis Estrada, editor of *Naturaleza* (Mexico)

... an exciting new journal for everyone concerned with the growth and understanding of science in the Americas!

For correspondence with the Editor, please write Marcel Roche, INTERCIENCIA, Apartado 51842, Caracas 105, Venezuela.

First issue appeared May–June 1976. Published six times a year. Subscribers from North America may use the following:

Please enter my subscription for one year (six issues) of INTERCIENCIA.
[Make check payable to INTERCIENCIA Association and mark one box below.]

- [ ] I am a member of AAAS and attach my check or money order for $10.00.
- [ ] I attach my check or money order for $15.00 (other individual subscription).
- [ ] Our purchase order for $20.00 is attached (institutional subscription).

**Subscribe Now!**

Name (Please Print)

Address (Street or Box)

City State Zip (Country)
Our Combi-V-Vial is a little thing within a little thing. But it's a big help when you order, say, 50µl of high specific activity radiochemical.

The inner little thing is a nested V-shaped reservoir that lets you capture the small volume of liquid with minimum waste. The outer little thing is a secure system of seals, consisting of a teflon-lined rubber septum (which is easily removed for pipetting), a screw-cap, and a shrink-sealed plastic sheath.

The Combi-V-Vial is unique in safety and convenience, another reason to make New England Nuclear your source for radiochemicals.

In tracer methodology, it's the little things that count.
A thin-film integrated circuit may be thought of as a road map on which active electronic components (the towns) are linked together by conducting paths (the roads).

In a simple circuit, these paths can be laid out on the same plane. But as circuit complexity increases, some conducting paths must span others in bridge-like constructions that are called crossovers.

Engineers at Western Electric's Engineering Research Center in Princeton, N.J., have developed an improved method for simultaneously constructing thousands of crossovers on a single circuit. In addition to lowering manufacturing costs, the new technique has given Bell Labs engineers even greater freedom in designing thin-film circuits.

Until recently, most crossovers were plated directly on a patterned ceramic circuit board. But plated crossovers are very delicate. And unrepairable defects mean that a relatively expensive patterned circuit board has to be discarded.

In the new batch bonding technique, an array of crossovers is fabricated on a separate film. They are transferred to a patterned circuit board only after inspection has assured the array is good.

A reusable metal sheet with tiny slits at the desired crossover locations is basic to the new technique. A copper-plastic laminate is glued to the metal sheet with the plastic side against the metal surface. Short, narrow gold lines are electroplated onto the copper side in registration with the slits in the sheet. The copper not gold plated is etched away, leaving an array of gold-plated copper lines on the plastic film.

Applying pressure to this array with a rubber pad forms the gold lines into tiny arches, by pushing them slightly into the openings in the metal sheet. After inspection, the entire array of good arches can be bonded to a patterned thin-film circuit board.

**Benefit:** Batch bonded crossovers are one more manufacturing innovation that allows the Bell System to meet your communication needs reliably and economically.

For more information, send a large, self-addressed envelope with 24¢ postage affixed to: Advertising Manager, Western Electric, Room 1626, 195 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10007.
Few members of the scientific and engineering communities know the answers to these crucial questions, even though the future of their projects, their programs and institutions, and even whole fields of science or technology will be heavily influenced by government funding for R & D. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FEDERAL BUDGET: FY 1977 is a report and commentary by an experienced former budget official. It provides current and authoritative treatment of R & D in the federal budgeting process, with important information for scientists, engineers, research institutions, administrators, and students of public policy. In the changing climate of government support for R & D, this book is essential reading. Order your copy now, and receive it soon after publication in August.

PREPUBLICATION ORDER FORM

Please send me ______________ copies of
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FEDERAL BUDGET: FY 1977
Retail Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.50
AAAS member price (prepaid). . . . . $4.95

□ Check or money order enclosed (Payable to AAAS)

☐ Please bill me

Name
Address
City __________________ State __________ Zip ________